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Abstract
Ants are central-place foragers: they always return to the nest, and this requires the ability to remember relationships between
features of the environment, or an individual’s path through the landscape. The distribution of these cognitive responsibilities
within a colony depends on a species’ foraging style. Solitary foraging as well as leader-scouting, which is based on information transmission about a distant targets from scouts to foragers, can be considered the most challenging tasks in the context
of ants’ spatial cognition. Solitary foraging is found in species of almost all subfamilies of ants, whereas leader-scouting has
been discovered as yet only in the Formica rufa group of species (red wood ants). Solitary foraging and leader-scouting ant
species, although enormously different in their levels of sociality and ecological specificities, have many common traits of
individual cognitive navigation, such as the primary use of visual navigation, excellent visual landmark memories, and the
subordinate role of odour orientation. In leader-scouting species, spatial cognition and the ability to transfer information
about a distant target dramatically differ among scouts and foragers, suggesting individual cognitive specialization. I suggest
that the leader-scouting style of recruitment is closely connected with the ecological niche of a defined group of species,
in particular, their searching patterns within the tree crown. There is much work to be done to understand what cognitive
mechanisms underpin route planning and communication about locations in ants.
Keywords Spatial cognition · Ants · Communication · Navigation · Memory · Solitary foraging · Leader-scouting

Introduction
Spatial cognition can be seen as a set of mental abilities
to cope with the physical dimension of space and includes
spatial coding, landmark anchoring, and route planning. A
plethora of studies on spatial cognition and its consequences
for animal behaviour have emerged since the second half of
the nineteenth century. Recent experimental findings and
theoretical models provide insight into the mechanisms
that link sensory systems to spatial representations and to
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large-scale natural navigation (Geva-Sagiv et al. 2015). Cognitive aspects of insect navigation have been experimentally
studied since the first half of the twentieth century (Santschi
1913; Schneirla 1933; Tinbergen and Kruyt 1938). Since
then, displacement experiments (reviews in Collett et al.
2013; Giurfa 2015) and maze observations (review in Saar
et al. 2017) have become the most popular methods to study
spatial cognition in insects. Recent techniques enabling the
recording of visual scenes from the perspective of the insect,
such as an ant or a bee, provide some insights into their ability to see landmarks and recognize scenes (Zeil et al. 2003;
Wystrach and Graham 2012; Narendra et al. 2013a, b; Stürzl
et al. 2015; Freas et al. 2017a, b).
Remembering landmarks and estimating directions and
distances travelled over a particular amount of time could
be cognitively demanding tasks. What is even more sophisticated is to share this information with members of one’s
social group. There are only a few examples of animals
transferring “messages” about spatial coordinates of distant
goals using their natural communication means. E. Menzel’s
(1973) experiments showed that chimpanzees could retain
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and transmit information to group members about object
quality, the quantity of food, and location. Later, similar
results have been obtained with lexigram-competent bonobos (Menzel et al. 2002); however, details of their natural
communication still remain unknown. Honeybees use the
“dance language” to inform others about the coordinates
of a food source (von Frisch 1923, 1967; reviews in Dyer
2002; Tautz 2008; Seeley 2009; Barron and Plath 2017).
Curiously, some individuals will spontaneously dance in
the night when no foraging takes place, which means that
bees can retrieve the memory of a location they had visited
the day before (Chittka 2017). Use of such methods such
as the robotic bee (Michelsen et al. 1992; Landgraf et al.
2011) and harmonic radar (Riley et al. 2005) has provided a
quantitative description of how efficiently bees translate the
code in the dance into flight to their destinations. However,
essential cognitive aspects of communication in bees, such
as how the dance is read and what neural mechanisms it is
based on, remain unclear. One other highly social group,
namely, leader-scouting ant species (Formica rufa group)
were also found to be able to transfer abstract information
about remote events, to grasp regularities, and to use them
to optimise their messages (Reznikova and Ryabko 1994,
2000, 2011; Reznikova 2008, 2017). Until recently, both in
ants and honey bees, their abilities for transferring messages
about remote targets, have been considered in terms of communication, separately from their spatial cognition. In this
review, I consider spatial cognition in ants in the context of
their foraging strategies and information transfer.

Navigation in the context of foraging
strategies in ants
Like many animals, ants, except for those of nomadic army
species, are central-place foragers: they carry food items
back to a central place to store, eat, or feed their offspring.
Central-place foraging theory predicts that foragers invest
more effort to harvest more valuable resources at greater
distances from the central place (Orians and Pearson 1979).
Many species as diverse as honey bees (Kacelnik et al.
1986), chipmunks (Giraldeau and Kramer 1982), grasshopper sparrows (Kaspari 1991), Norway rats (Mellgren et al.
1984) and others show positive load-distance relationships
in empirical studies. In ants, this pattern occurs frequently
where workers control load size (Harkness and Maroudas
1985; Roces 1990; Bonser et al. 1998; Wright et al. 2000),
but is less prevalent where resource size is fixed (e.g., seeds,
Bailey and Polis 1987; Brown and Gordon 2000). However,
although in terms of energy costs, members of some ant
species do not fit the theory (reviews in Gibb et al. 2016;
Alma et al. 2017) in terms of spatial cognition, they perform
central-place foraging. The need to return to the nest requires
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the ability to encode and memorise relationships between
features in an environment to return home successfully. In
this section, I will consider how the distribution of cognitive
responsibilities within an ant colony depends on the speciesspecific modes of foraging and recruiting.
In more than 13,000 ant species (Bolton 2016), foraging strategies display a continuum from individual forms,
in which foragers leave the nest in random directions, and
each ant procures food on its own, to cooperative arrangements mediated by different means of transferring information (reviews in Hölldobler and Wilson 1990; Detrain et al.
1999; Jackson and Ratnieks 2006; Heinze 2008; Leonhardt
et al. 2016; Reznikova 2017). Members of cooperatively
acting ant species first send out individual scouts to find
a new resource (nest/food), and later the scout ants return
to the nest to recruit nestmates. There are different methods of classification of modes of recruitment in ants (Lanan
2014; Reeves and Moreau 2019). In this review, I refer to
the following four main categories of recruitment strategy
(1) Mass recruitment, in which scouting individuals broadcast guidance information to all potential foragers in the
form of a trail network marked with varying amounts and
types of pheromone. For example, Pharaoh’s ant, Monomorium pharaonis uses a short-lived (approximately 20 min)
attractive trail pheromone to guide foragers to the rewarding
feeding sites, and a long-lived pheromone to maintain the
trail network which can be explored over several days. The
negative pheromone (repellent) is placed locally in the network immediately after trail bifurcations on a non-rewarding
branch, thus playing the role of an additional, “no entry”
signal (Jackson and Ratnieks 2006). In mass recruitment
systems in general, patterns of interactions among individuals are governed by rules of self-organisation, and fairly simple units generate complicated behaviour at the group level.
However, individual learning and explorative activity can be
important factors for colony foraging success (Pasquier and
Grüter 2016). (2) Tandem running, where a pair of workers
consisting of a successful scout and a recruit leave the nest,
and the scout leads the recruit to the resource found earlier
(Wilson 1959). Since only one nestmate is recruited at a
time, tandem running has been considered to be a primitive
form of recruitment, which, however, is prevalent across the
ant phylogeny (review in Schultheiss et al. 2015). Although
tandem running seems to be costly, as walking speed of
followers is low compared to solitary foraging ants, studies on the rock ant Temnothorax albipennis (Franklin et al.
2012) and the Australian “sugar ant” Camponotus consobrinus (Schultheiss et al. 2015) showed that the experience
gained improves navigational success both for leaders and
followers and thus shows effectiveness of this recruitment
strategy. (3) Group recruitment: a scouting ant may lead a
group of several nestmates to a goal (Hölldobler 1971). For
example, in different species of the genus Polyrhachis one
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to four recruited ants at a time followed closely behind a
leader ant to the target area (Hölldobler and Wilson 1990).
(4) “Leader—scouting” systems in which a scout communicates a distant location to foragers. In this system, messages
about distant targets come from the scouting individual,
without relying on any other cues such as scent trails or
direct guidance. Here a scout plays the role of a permanent
“cognitive leader,” transferring information about remote
targets using tactile contacts with the members of a constant
group of foragers (reviews in Reznikova 2008, 2017). This
system has been revealed in several species of the Formica
group that have large colonies and spacious feeding territories (Reznikova and Ryabko 1994, 2011).
Most ant species employ only a single foraging strategy, but some species use several, and they can also switch
between different strategies depending on external (environmental) stimuli, such as the size of the available food
sources, as well as internal stimuli, such as colony growth.
For example, Formica cunicularia ants can switch from
individual foraging to mass recruitment depending on the
size of the prey available (Reznikova 1975). Similar results
have been obtained by Cerdá et al. (2009) on the gypsy
ant Aphaenogaster senilis. As another example, generalist
predators Ectatomma ridium select between solitary hunting,
cooperative hunting, and group hunting with recruitment,
depending on the prey weight and its distance from a nest,
all without trail laying (Schatz et al. 1997; Lima and Antonialli-Junior 2013). The tree-dwelling African ant Polyrhachis
laboriosa uses individual foraging when the food resource is
small, whereas for large permanent food sources scouts use
group recruitment. In this case, the choice of the foraging
strategy is determined by the first forager, which modifies its
behaviour according to the volume of the food supply (Mercier and Lenoir 1999; review in Reeves and Moreau 2019).
For a further analysis of spatial cognition in the context
of foraging styles, it is worth comparing the mass-recruiting
and the leader-scouting systems. Recent studies have demonstrated that in mass-recruiting species, scouting individuals
neither play a leading role nor do they bear the central part
in taking cognitive responsibilities and making decisions.
Instead, when an informational conflict occurs, recruited
foragers may prefer the private navigational information
(memory) to social information (trail pheromone) from
scouting ants (Grüter et al. 2011). Distributed leadership in
mass-recruiting species is rather ephemeral and depends on
the activity and motivation of individuals at the moment.
For example, individual marking of Tetramorium caespitum showed that the same individual rarely leads groups
of recruits towards the food source more than once, and
recruiting ants can be successively observed both as group
leaders and as non-leaders during the same foraging experiment (Collignon et al. 2014). Experiments with another
mass recruiting species, Temnothorax albipennis revealed

no difference in task allocation within the colony, although
workers appeared to differ in their ability to perform different tasks. Surprisingly, this variation is not utilised by the
colony: worker allocation to tasks is unrelated to their ability
to perform them (Dornhaus et al. 2008). Further experiments
with another Temnothorax species demonstrated that inactive
workers act as a pool of “reserve” labour (Charbonneau et al.
2017), and colonies of this species can withstand removal
of highly active individuals (Pinter-Wollman et al. 2012). In
contrast to the mass recruiting system, the leader-scouting
one is based on permanent relations between scouting ants
and members of their teams. Furthermore, these teams have
a constant composition, and a colony can hardly withstand
the removal of active scouting individuals (see details in the
next sections, and also in: Reznikova 2007a, 2017, 2018).
It is clear now that solitary foraging and leader-scouting
are the most challenging tasks in the context of ants’ spatial cognition, as these systems require individual exploration, learning, and memory. In this review, I concentrate
on how spatial cognition works in two disparate foraging
systems. Members of solitary foraging species navigate
individually, lacking any cooperation between foraging individuals. Neotropical ants Gigantiops destructor, which are
extremely solitary in their foraging, even fight for prey with
nestmates (Beugnon et al. 2001). In contrast, highly social
leader-scouting red wood ants (Formica rufa group) possess
a sophisticated communication system that is based on an
intricate cooperation within stable individualised teams, and
scouting in these species reflects cognitive specialization
within the colony (Reznikova 2008; Iakovlev and Reznikova
2019).

Spatial cognition in solitary foraging ant
species
Visual and idiothetic navigation in solitary foraging
ant species
Solitary foraging, found in species of all the different subfamilies of ants, except for the army ants, is a strategy in
which a worker will discover, capture and transport the
food without any systematic cooperation or communication
with other nestmates (Beckers et al. 1989; Hölldobler and
Wilson 1990). Recent theory suggests that solitary foraging is the ancestral foraging behaviour of the Formicidae,
and that cooperative behaviours have arisen independently
multiple times within each subfamily (Reeves and Moreau
2019). Solitary foraging may be efficient within a given
environment due to the unpredictable distribution of small
food sources, substrate surface temperature, and many other
factors (review in Lanan 2014). The desert genera Cataglyphis, Melophorus, and some others, which undertake
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long-distance trips to bring home small dead items, have
become a model system for studying animal navigation
(Wehner 2009; Wystrach et al. 2012; Mangan and Webb
2012; Narendra et al. 2013a, b; Schwarz et al. 2017; Heinze
et al. 2018; Jayatilaka et al. 2018). In the North-African
desert ant Cataglyphis fortis the total lengths of foraging
trips may exceed 1500 m with maximal foraging distances of
more than 350 m away from the nest entrance. This is equivalent to several thousand times of the ants’ own body length
(Ronacher 2008). Members of the genus Cataglyphis do not
lay pheromone trails (Wehner 2003). However, Cataglyphis
ants use olfactory cues and anemotactic orientation to pinpoint food sources (Wolf and Wehner 2000) and food plume
to orient. These ants combine high sensitivity toward food
odours with crosswind runs (Buehlmann et al. 2014), and
they use olfactory landmarks for orientation to find the nest
entrance (Steck et al. 2010). Yet the main mechanisms of
orientation in individually foraging ants are visual (reviews
in Wehner et al. 2014; Knaden and Graham 2016; Freas and
Schultheiss 2018), and different species use slightly different implementations of the same navigational toolkit. For
example, the Neotropical rainforest ant Gigantiops destructor can travel individually through 20 m of rainforest with
trees and other objects in the scenery without using any trail
pheromones (Beugnon et al. 2001). With these feats of individual navigation in mind, the question arises about the role
of spatial cognition in the search for food and nests.
In my early field experiments with Cataglyphis aenescens in the semi-desert of Kazakhstan (Reznikova 1983),
I offered red wings of locusts to individual ants. The ants
readily seized the wings and immediately started to carry
them to the nest. The locust wing looks like a red flag, making it possible to observe from a distance the trajectories of
the ants carrying them. Thus there was no need to mark the
ants with paint. This trick was also used to identify distances
between colonies and the range by which foragers moved
away from the nest. It is noteworthy that ants made choreographed rotations about the vertical body axis. In those days
I denoted these movements in my field records as “minuets.” They were later named, perhaps more precisely, ‘‘pirouettes’’ (reviews in Grob et al. 2019; Zeil and Fleischmann
2019), and it was also suggested in other Cataglyphis species
(Wehner et al. 2004; Fleischmann et al. 2016), Namibian
Ocymyrmex robustior (Müller and Wehner 2010), and the
Australian jack jumper ant Myrmecia croslandi (Jayatilaka
et al. 2018) that short stopping phases during rotations of the
body allow individuals to integrate snapshot memories from
different positions around their nest.
Path integration (PI) is a strategy used by many animals
to return home by the shortest possible route. In PI, animals
continuously combine odometric and compass information
into a vector that can be used to find a direct path home, even
across a previously unvisited terrain (Wehner and Srinivasan
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2003; Graham and Mangan 2015). PI is more or less fixed
and does not improve with training (Merkle and Wehner
2009) but plays a vital role in the whole process of learning of visual information (Collett et al. 1998; Knaden and
Wehner 2005; Narendra et al. 2007; Heinze et al. 2018).
In ants, vector information is first stored as a short-term
working memory that is systematically updated and “reset
to zero” at the end of the foraging task when an ant returns
home (Ziegler and Wehner 1997). Ants can also store vector
information in the long-term memory presumably by averaging PI vectors of various lengths and thus optimising over
the course of multiple homing runs (Wehner et al. 1996,
2006; reviews in Beugnon et al. 2005; Heinze et al. 2018).
For accurate route guidance and homing, ants complement
PI with visual information learnt from panoramic scenes
(Collett et al. 2007; Buehlmann et al. 2018, 2020). An ant’s
path is thus controlled by a combination of its vector memories, its visual memories and a continuously updated PI state
(Collett 2012). Ants that live in slightly cluttered landscapes
learn visual landmark information and establish individual
routes that lead them to their food sources and back to the
nest (Kohler and Wehner 2005; Mangan and Webb 2012).
Ants occupying landmark-rich habitats trust visual cues to
the extent that they follow their home vector only for a short
distance when displaced to unfamiliar locations (Narendra
et al. 2007).The degree to which ants rely on their path integrator when placed in an unfamiliar location thus inversely
correlates with the availability of landmarks in their habitat
(Cheung et al. 2012).
Further in this section, I am trying to highlight how different solitary foraging species use slightly different implementations of the same navigational toolkit. Below, I consider the life histories of several model groups of ants of
solitary foraging species in light of their spatial cognition.
Among them are highly visual diurnal species, as well as
nocturnal ones that manage to use the same visual and idiothetic navigational means. The diurnal species belonging
to Serviformica subgenus merits a separate consideration as
a model group for comparing spatial cognition in solitary
foraging and group foraging ants.

Spatial cognition in highly visual solitary foraging
ant species
The genus Cataglyphis is a favourable experimental model
for the study of how spatial cognition works in adult foragers and how it develops ontogenetically. In Cataglyphis,
PI employs a skylight compass using the sky polarization
pattern, sun position and chromatic cues of the sky to integrate the directions travelled and a stride integration mechanism for measuring distances of path segments (review in:
Rössler 2019). In cluttered landscapes, PI interacts with
other, more cognitively demanding navigational strategies,
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such as the learning and encoding of landmarks. There is
some evidence of flexible switching between the methods of
orientation in Cataglyphis. Field experiments show that C.
fortis could learn both the direction and distance of a route
segment towards a food source. M. Collett and T. Collett
(2009) trained ants along an L-shaped route in order to show
that ants can learn local vectors on the way to a food site.
The sharp turn appears to present particular difficulties for
the ants. When low bushes 20–30 m from the route were
removed, local vectors were briefly unaffected, but then
deteriorated. The vectors improved again once the missing
bushes were replaced by artificial landmarks. The fragility
of local vector memories may permit an ant the flexibility to adapt its route to fluctuations in the distribution of
resources. Recent experiments (Wolf et al. 2018) with selectively covering eye regions responsible for optic flow input
in odometry showed that the two odometers (stride and optic
flow integration) possibly have separate distance memories
that interact in determining homing distance, which makes
a system more flexible.
The individual life history of ants of the genus Cataglyphis offers unique experimental model as these ants undergo
a robust behavioural transition from performing tasks inside
the dark nest to outside solitary foraging over long distances
in bright sunlight, and they have to learn much about the
external world during a rather short life outside the nest
(Wehner and Rössler 2013; Rössler 2019; Zeil and Fleischmann 2019). Prior to their first foraging trips naïve Cataglyphis ants perform several learning walks to learn panoramic cues for navigation, as demonstrated in displacement
experiments (Fleischmann et al. 2018). Given an average
total foraging period in Cataglyphis of about 7 days (1984),
the investment of 2–3 days into learning walks emphasizes
that this behaviour represents a crucial element in the ontogeny of successful navigation (reviews in: Rössler 2019; Zeil
and Fleischmann 2019). Naive ants walk relatively slowly
in loops around the nest while performing distinct scanning movements. Successive learning walks extend further
and further out from the nest, reaching distances of up to
4 m. One possible interpretation of this behaviour is that it
serves for calibrating and re-calibrating skylight cues using
the information from the panoramic scenery (Müller and
Wehner 2010). This is supported by a recent study demonstrating that Cataglyphis ants also use the earth’s magnetic field as a compass cue and directional reference for
path integration during naïve learning walks (Fleischmann
et al. 2018). Ants also store memories of nest-associated
visual landmarks, which last for the entire lifetime (Ziegler
and Wehner 1997). A study on C. fortis (Pfeffer et al. 2015)
revealed one more flexible component of ants’ orientation,
that is, the so-called “food vector” used by ants during their
foraging trips. While the parameters of nest searches are
relatively constant and improve little with experience, food

searches, by contrast, are more pliable and depend on the
reliability of food encounters over several visits.
The Amazonian Gigantiops destructor is another formicine solitary foraging highly visual ant. Gigantiops has the
largest eyes of any ant species and a volume ratio of the optic
lobes to antennal lobes about 4.75 times higher than in Cataglyphis bicolor (Gronenberg and Hölldobler 1999). This
species lives in partially sunny zones, such as forest edges
and the banks of streams. Foragers navigate daily back and
forth along familiar routes between the nest and a preferred
feeding site, using both landmark and celestial information
(Beugnon et al. 2001). The search for prey can last several
hours; such intensive search patterns result in very long and
sinuous paths (Chagné and Beugnon 2001). Similarly, the
search for extra-floral nectaries on a given tree can also last
several hours and involve climbing to heights of up to 40 m
(Beugnon et al. 2001). Naive Gigantiops foragers probably
depend on the output of their path-integrator during their
first foraging trips before they adopt site fidelity for a given
foraging area. Experienced ants seem to avoid using a continuously running path-integrator likely to be prone to an
accumulation of errors during extended foraging periods
(Beugnon et al. 2005). Laboratory experiments with diverse
beacons (Macquart et al. 2006) showed that G. destructor
foragers develop individually distinctive landmark routes.
Each ant en route to the goal slalomed in an idiosyncratic
distinctive way around different midway landmarks from a
foraging trip to the next, which induced a variability of the
path shapes in their intermediate parts. The use of a “rectangular arena” (Cheng 1986) showed that Gigantiops individuals partially update their route memory after each trial
(Wystrach et al. 2011). It is possible that panoramic views
are favoured over landmarks in this species. By reducing
the number of landmark recognition-triggered responses,
this strategy may be helpful in the Amazonian forest where
many prominent landmarks are alike (Macquart et al. 2006).

Spatial cognition in nocturnal solitary foraging ants
The Australian nocturnal bull ant, Myrmecia midas, has to
cope with navigation problems in conditions contrasting to
those of the diurnal species, including a diurnal member of
the same genus, jack jumper bull ant M. croslandi (Jayatilaka et al. 2018). Nocturnal ants forage and navigate during
periods of reduced light, making detection of visual cues difficult, yet they are skilled visual navigators. These foragers
retain visual panoramic memories both around the nest and
along known routes for later use, be it to return to previously
visited food sites or to the nest (Freas and Cheng 2019). M.
midas occupy highly cluttered environments and establish
nests at the base of a tree on which they forage and in addition, they also forage on nearby trees (Freas and Schultheiss
2018). Foragers of this species do not move far away from
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the nest area on the ground, and they are unable to orient to
the nest after small local displacements (5 m; Freas et al.
2017a). When M. midas foragers navigate to the nest on the
ground, albeit over short distances, they rely primarily on
landmark cues (Freas et al. 2017b), and they also use polarised skylight pattern to compute a homeward vector while
on-route (Reid et al. 2011). M. midas display active navigation along vertical foraging route on the nest tree (Freas and
Schultheiss 2018). Since their bodies are oriented perpendicularly to the ground, these ants solve an entirely different
navigation problem. Experiments have shown that when M.
midas ants were released on non-foraging trees near the nest,
displaced foragers again travelled around the tree to the side
facing the nest. All the displaced foragers reached the correct
side of the tree well before reaching the ground. However,
when the terrestrial cues around the tree were blocked, foragers were unable to orient correctly, suggesting that the
surrounding panorama is critical to successful orientation on
the tree. Through analysis of panoramic pictures, the authors
demonstrated that views acquired at the base of the foraging
tree nest can provide reliable nest-ward orientation up to
1.75 m above the ground (Freas Schultheiss 2018). Using
an opportunity to slightly modify the natural visual environment around the nest of the nocturnal M. pyriformis by felling three dead trees, Narendra and Ramirez-Esquivel (2017)
found that immediately after the trees were removed, ants
walked slower and were less directed. Their foraging success
decreased and they looked around more, including turning
back to look towards the nest. An image difference analysis
showed that the change in the overall panorama following
the removal of these trees was relatively small, however,
these subtle changes disrupt visual navigation in a nocturnal
bull ant. A recent study, on the example of M. midas (Freas
and Cheng 2019) revealed that spatial cognition plays a different role in the navigation process according to how far
from the nest individuals forage. Multiple metrics of forager
navigational performance turned out to correspond with the
degree of similarity between the release site panorama and
panoramas of previously visited sites.
In sum, for nocturnal ants foraging in highly cluttered
environments, where scenes change rapidly over short distances, the views acquired near the nest are only useful over
a small area, and memories acquired along foraging routes
become critical.

Spatial cognition in solitary foraging Serviformica
ants
A striking example of the difference between spatial cognition in solitary foraging and cooperatively foraging ant
species comes from members of the subgenus Serviformica
and their superb ability to navigate mazes. In my early field
experiments (Reznikova 1975, 1982, see also: 2007a, 2018),
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ants were presented with round mazes consisting of one to
three concentric circles placed one inside the other in such
a way that their entrances were on opposite sides, and the
inner circle contained food pellets. Although in solitary
foraging species (Formica cunicularia) nearly all foragers could successfully solve the maze, only 10 percent of
the cooperatively foraging ants (F. pratensis) successfully
navigated mazes. Moreover, in the latter species successful
navigation was only observed when these ants had an opportunity to observe F. cunicularia ants solving this problem.
Interestingly, F. cunicularia takes the second place after
the dominant F. pratensis in the hierarchical system within
inter-species communities in which several other species of
the genera Lasius, Myrmica, Tetramorium and Leptothrax
play roles of “influents” (Reznikova 1980, 1999, 2003). It is
worth noting here that inter-specific hierarchy in ant communities was originally described by Kaczmarek (1953)
who coined the terms “dominants”, “subdominants” and
“influents”. However, his claims were only based on measurements made by cutting with an entomological net and
lacked a rigorous experimental proof. The first experimental
demonstration of inter-specific hierarchy was made with the
use of baiting observations (Reznikova 1980). Hierarchical
structure of ant communities has been later investigated by
many myrmecologists (Savolainen and Vepsäläinen 1988;
Palmer 2003; Sanders and Gordon 2003, and others). In the
steppe ant inter-species communities the subdominant species serves as a scout to the dominant, being much more
successful in searching and remembering new ways to find
food. Dominant ants use members of the subdominant species as “guides” while searching for prey, stealing their
“know-how”. At the same time, subdominants scrounge the
prey from dominants and use their aphid colonies to obtain
honeydew (Reznikova 1982, 2007a).
This phenomenon gives rise to parallels with slavery
as one of the forms of social parasitism in ants (review in:
Buschinger 2009). In the case of the slave-making or dulotic
ants, the young queen has to penetrate a host species nest,
eliminate the host colony queen and take over her workers and the brood. They attack independent, neighbouring
colonies of the slave species, fight against the defenders,
and finally carry back the brood to the slave-maker’s nest.
Thus, the slave stock may be replenished several times a
year (Buschginger 1980). It is known that agile and explorative members of solitary foraging species of the subgenus
Serviformica, (sensu: Romiguier et al. 2018; but see: Bolton
2016) such as F. cunicularia, F. rufibarbis, F. fusca and F.
lemani serve as slaves to the dulotic ant F. sanguinea, being
more successful in out-nest tasks including foraging and
scouting (Reznikova 1980; Buschinger 1986; Hölldobler and
Wilson 1990; Romiguier et al. 2018). To my mind, this also
indicates a deep resemblance between styles of navigation
in Serviformica and Cataglyphis. This hypothesis is based
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on observations I made in Kazakhstan, where C. aenescens
served as slaves for F. sanguinea. Navigating landscapes
much better than F. sanguinea, Cataglyphis ants played the
role of scouts for their “hosts”, similarly to the Serviformica—F. pratensis species pair (Reznikova 1983). The latter
relations could be considered the “light variant” of social
parasitism: dominant species do not engage in kidnapping
of the subdominant ants but they permanently depend on
subdominants to forage successfully.
Still, very little is known about the abilities of ants of
the Serviformica species to navigate and remember landmarks. Field experiments on F. japonica, belonging to the
same subgenus Serviformica, showed that these ants use the
distant skyline and landmark cues for navigation (Fukushi
2001; Fukushi and Wehner 2004). A recent study (Piqueret
et al. 2019) on olfactory learning in F. fusca showed that
they learn very rapidly, their memory lasts up to 3 days,
decreases slowly over time and is highly resistant to extinction, even after a single conditioning trial. I suggest that
members of the subgenus Serviformica are underestimated
as a model for studying cognitive aspects of navigation in
solitary foraging ants.
To summarise the whole section on spatial cognition in
solitary foraging ant species, it is worth noting that across
different ants there are more cognitive similarities than differences. Despite the diversity of life histories, all species
share such traits as flexible components of orientation, the
capacity for learning and encoding landmarks, and the ability to adapt their routes to fluctuations in the distribution
of resources. Taking into account the extremely low individual variability of searching skills in Serviformica, I can
conclude that relative cognitive equality within a colony
is typical for all solitary foraging species, whereas highly
cooperative species, such as red wood ants, display dramatic
inter-individual differences in their cognitive capacities.

Spatial cognition in red wood ants
as a group of highly social species
Red wood ants (Formica rufa group) have impressed
researchers for more than a century with marvels of engineering, management within their colonies, and the enormous impact on forest ecosystems (Dlussky 1967; Hölldobler and Wilson 1990; Iakovlev et al. 2017). Among
many taxonomic groups, red wood ants are possibly the
most promising and a surprisingly underestimated group for
studying cognitive aspects of navigation and communication. Every day these ants face more complex vital problems
than many other species: for example, in order to obtain
honeydew, the basic food for adults (review in: Stadler
and Dixon 2005), red wood ants have to find and possibly
memorise locations of many aphid colonies within a huge

three-dimensional space, as a tree is for an ant; in addition,
each colony has to find, kill and transport thousands of invertebrates in order to feed larvae (reviews in: Reznikova 2008;
Iakovlev et al. 2017). Dobrzanska (1958) demonstrated that
in red wood ants, groups of individuals return repeatedly to
approximately the same parts of the colony’s feeding territory and work together there. Studying site allegiance in the
Formica rufa group, Rosengren and Fortelius (1986) characterised them as “replete ants” storing not lipids in their
fat-bodies but habitat information in their brains.
There is much evidence of extremely long- lasting storage of spatial information in red wood ant foragers, which
is based mainly on visually perceived objects (Rosengren
1971, 1977; Fourcassie and Beugnon 1988; Nicholson et al.
1999), although these ants use trail communication as well
(Rosengren and Fortelius 1986; Hölldobler and Wilson
1990). It is likely that the visual component involved in site
location can be stored in the memory of individual foragers
during ever a 6-month hibernation period (Salo and Rosengren 2001).
Laboratory experiments have revealed excellent visual
landmark memories in red wood ants (Harris et al. 2005;
Fernandes et al. 2015), in contrast to mass recruiting L. niger
ants, which learn odour associations more rapidly than visual cues (Oberhauser et al. 2019). A detailed analysis of the
walking trajectories of the F. rufa foragers revealed that,
when leaving a newly discovered feeding site, they repeatedly turn back and face the landmarks positioned close to
the feeder (Judd and Collett 1998; Nicholson et al. 1999).
Similar turn-back-and-look behaviour was first described for
honeybees (Becker 1958; Vollbehr 1975; Lehrer 1993), but
ants and honeybees move differently when searching for a
goal within an array of transformed landmarks (Nicholson
et al. 1999). In ants, contrary to flying hymenopterans, body
orientation and direction of travel are collinear, so that an ant
approaching an object always looks at it with frontal visual
field (Durier et al. 2003). F. rufa can also acquire landmark
information for building their homeward path while running
their food-bound path, and this information may be picked
up when ants briefly reverse direction and retrace their steps
for a short distance (Nicholson et al. 1999; Graham and
Collett 2006). When F. rufa were trained to walk parallel
to an extended landmark (a wall), they maintained a desired
distance from the wall by keeping the image of the top of
the wall at a particular retinal elevation (Graham and Collett
2002). In general, red wood ants appear to take several snapshots of the visual landmarks from different vantage points.
Experiments in which F. rufa were trained in a channel
to perform either a single short foraging route or two foraging routes in opposite directions showed that ants remember
the length of their route and can link memories of direction
and distance (Fernandes et al. 2015). By shifting the starting position of the route within the channel, but keeping the
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direction and distance fixed, experimenters tried to ensure
that the ants would rely upon vector memories rather than
visual memories to decide where to stop. The homeward
memories that the ants formed were revealed by placing fed
or unfed ants directly into a channel and assessing the direction and distance that they walked without the prior performance of the food-ward leg of the journey. This procedure
prevented the distance and direction walked being affected
by a home vector derived from path integration. Ants that
were unfed walked in the feeder direction. Fed ants walked
in the opposite direction for a distance related to the separation between the start and the feeder. Vector memories of
a return route can thus be primed by the ants’ feeding state
and expressed even when the ants have not performed the
food-ward route (Fernandes et al. 2015).
In general, members of the Formica rufa group, although
enormously different from solitary foraging species in their
foraging style and levels of sociality, have many common
traits of individual navigation, such as the primary use of
visual navigation, excellent visual landmark memories, and
the subordinate role of odour orientation. It is worth noting
that all the experiments discussed above concerned red wood
ants regardless of their task-group membership. However,
in red wood ants navigation and learning dramatically differ
among members of different task groups based on cognitive specialisation (Reznikova 2007a, b, 2008; Iakovlev and
Reznikova 2019), and scouting behaviour can be considered to be most challenging task in these aspects (Reznikova
2018). In the next section I will consider spatial cognition in
members of differed task groups in the context of information transfer.

Spatial cognition in the context
of information transfer
Specificity of recruitment to food in red wood ants
As noted above, red wood ants can transfer exact information
about remote events from a scouting individual to foragers,
without other cues such as a scent trail or direct guiding
(Reznikova 2008, 2017). Why should red wood ants use
such a sophisticated communication system? Indeed, one
can hardly imagine a Formica ant running from the borders
of a feeding territory toward an anthill like a bee flying into
a hive to tell the whereabouts of a food source. Red wood
ants forage for food as much as 100 m away from their nests
(review in: Véle and Modlinger 2016). This distance is far
too great for a scout to walk to the nest and mobilise foragers from there.
For a long time, very little was known about recruitment
to a food source in species belonging to the Formica rufa
group. Rosengren and Fortelius (1987), on the example of
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F. truncorum, described the elementary mode of recruitment
where, upon finding food, scouts attracted workers roaming
in the vicinity by making alerting movements. This mode of
recruitment, called “kinopsis” (Stüger 1931; Dlussky 1967;
Reznikova 1982) or “directional recruitment” (Rosengren
and Fortelius 1987), is considered a rather primitive mode
of communication in ants (Hölldobler and Wilson 1990). In
F. truncorum a scout also can lay a short pheromone trail to
attract foragers (Rosengren and Fortelius 1987).
To elucidate the question about recruitment to food in red
wood ants, two issues must be considered: levels of social
organisation and cognitive specialisation of individuals. Levels of social organisation in ants serve as an essential factor
for determining the choice of foraging strategies connected
with colony growth. In Formica species the lower level is
the use of a feeding territory by a colony inhabiting a single
domicile, and on the highest level is the super-colony. A
super-colony in Formica ants is an association of polygynous colonies inhabiting single nests and connected with
food—and brood-exchanging routes (Dlussky 1967; Rosengren 1985; Fortelius et al. 1993; Ellis and Robinson 2014).
One of the largest examples of super-colonies in Formica is
an enormous polydomous population of the Japanese ant F.
yessensis, which covered an area of 2.7 k m2 and contained
an estimated 306 million workers and one million queens
(Higashi 1983). A super-colony of F. lugubris in Switzerland consisted of about 1200 interconnected nests occupying
an area of 70 ha (Cherix 1980). I found a super-colony of
polygynous F. pratensis with similar forager densities in the
vicinity of the southern borders of the geographic area of
this species in South Kazakhstan (Reznikova 1983). In the
central parts of its area in steppe and forest-steppe zones F.
pratensis inhabits single nests, and each monogynous colony
protects its own territory (Reznikova 1979).
It is of particular interest that F. pratensis displays a rather
peculiar mode of group-foraging (Reznikova 1979, 1983).
Inhabiting a single domicile, a colony uses trench-like foraging routes. Some ants go along these routes towards their
individual foraging plots in the foraging territory, whereas
others circulate along segments of the route waiting to be
mobilised by scouts that have found food sources in the territory. These workers circulating along the routes constitute
the “candidate pool” for being called on by scouts. That
this communication between scouts and foragers is based
on information transmission, has been demonstrated much
later in laboratory experiments (Novgorodova 2006). In my
early field experiments using manipulation of ant density
(Reznikova 1979, 1983, see also: Reznikova 2017), I placed
barriers along one of the foraging routes, which forced ants
to concentrate within a relatively small territory. In response,
ants set up auxiliary stations along the route, resembled
polydomy, and they even accepted several fertilised mating
queens to these stations. The colony thus changed its status
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to “temporal polygyny.” After that, the ants readily switched
their recruitment mode in accordance with their new territorial organisation. Scouts stopped mobilising ants from the
route. Instead, upon finding food on foraging plots, scouts
attracted workers roaming in the vicinity by “directional
recruitment,” as described above. Amazingly, this reconfiguration took only several weeks. It is likely that “directional
recruitment” in Formica rufa group works well when the
density of workers on the feeding territory is rather high, and
in this situation there is no need for distant homing.
A typical situation in the field in which red wood ants
cooperate to perform a specific task and use a contact mode
of communication is honeydew collection by foragers in the
tree crown. In this case, the task is to find an aphid colony,
inform other ants about the new food source and organise
honeydew collection and its transportation to the nest. Studies at the individual level reveal deep specialisation, that
is, considerable behavioural differences between members
within the task group of aphid tenders. This group turned out
to include specialised subgroups such as scouts, aphid milkers (‘shepherds’), aphid guards, and carriers transporting
honeydew to an anthill or the intermediate auxiliary nests
(Reznikova and Novgorodova 1998; Reznikova 2007a, b,
2008). A particular aphid tending team (sensu: Reznikova
2007a) includes about ten shepherds, several guards, and one
scout. It is rather difficult to observe in nature how a scout
attracts its team to a new aphid colony, and we succeeded
in doing this only twice. In both cases the scouts found a
female aphid that had established a new colony and then by
means of distant homing recruited members of their teams
who were waiting for them at another branch of the same
tree.

tree contained empty troughs. The leaf with the reward was
chosen randomly by tossing a coin for each fork in the path.
The simplest design is a tree with one fork and two leaves,
that is, a Y-shaped maze (Fig. 1 shows the trees with four
forks). It represents one binary choice which corresponds to
one bit of information. In this situation, a scouting animal
should transmit one bit of information to other individuals:
to go to the right (R) or to the left (L). In other experiments
the number of forks of the binary tree increased up to six.
Since the rewarded leaf on which to put the trough with
syrup was chosen uniformly at random, the number of bits
necessary to choose the correct way is equal to the number of forks, that is, the number of turns to be taken. Red
wood ants were found to be able to transfer exact information about a remote target, to grasp regularities, and to use
them to optimise their messages (see: Reznikova and Ryabko
1994, 2000, 2011; Reznikova 2007a, 2008, 2017). Here, in
terms of spatial cognition, it means that red wood ants can
remember and transfer to their nestmates a sequence of turns

Using spatial tasks and information theory
for studying the transfer of information
about distant targets in ants
Our long-term experimental laboratory studies based on
a “binary tree” paradigm model a situation of transferring
information about a new aphid colony. These experiments
allowed us to evaluate the capabilities of ants’ “language”
through measuring the rate of information transmission. A
“binary tree” is the first experimental paradigm for investigating spatial coding in ants. More precisely, it is used to
measure their abilities to share information about the location of distant resources with nestmates. The idea of the
experiments is that we know exactly the quantity of information (in bits) to be transferred, and can measure the time
that ants spend transferring it. The binary tree maze presents
a situation in which, in order to obtain food, ants have to
transmit the information about the sequence of turns towards
a target. The target is a trough filled with syrup, located on
one of the leaves of a binary tree; all the other leaves of the

Fig. 1  A laboratory arena divided into two parts, containing an artificial ant nest and a binary tree maze placed in a bath with water. This
binary tree has four forks. Photo by Nail Bikbaev
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towards a goal. These abilities dramatically differ between
scouting individuals and foragers.
In the “binary tree” experiments, hungry ants can locate
food on one of several “leaves” in a maze (Fig. 1). The laboratory colonies were found to include teams of constant
membership, each of which consisted of one scout and
four to eight recruits (foragers): the scout mobilised only
members of its own team to the food. The composition of
the teams was revealed during special run-up experiments.
During the main course of experiments, in each trial, one
scout was placed on a certain leaf of the binary tree, with
food, and could then return to the foragers waiting on the
arena or within the nest. Returning to the group, the scout
contacted one to four foragers one by one, or, sometimes,
two of them simultaneously. It is worth to note that the scout
did not contact any other ants except members of its own
group. Contacts were followed by numerous antennal and
fore-tarsi movements and touches (supplementary 1). We
used the time the scout spent on “informative contacts” as
the main measure to study ants’ communication means. The
contact was considered to begin when the scout touched the
first forager ant, and to end when the first two foragers left
the nest for the maze. When the scout repeatedly returned to
the trough alone (supplementary 2), each of its contacts with
foragers was measured. However, only the duration of the
contact after which the foragers left the nest was taken into
account. These contacts were hypothesised to be “informative” because they preceded the foragers’ trip to the maze.
Note that only seldom did the “informative” contacts include
food exchange (“trophallaxis”) as a part.
The experiments were designed to investigate the characteristics of ants’ communication of a distant target, so
after the scout had contacted members of its team, it was
isolated for a while, and the foragers had to search for the
food by themselves. All experiments were so devised as to
eliminate all possible cues that could help the ants to find the
food (including olfactory cues), except for contacts with the
scout. To avoid the use of an odour track, the experimental
set-up was replaced by an identical one when the scout was
in the nest or on the arena contacting its group. All troughs
in the fresh maze contained only water to avoid the possible
influence of the smell of syrup. If the group reached the
correct leaf of the binary tree (supplementary 3), they were
immediately presented with the food.
Analysis of empirical data consisted of two parts:
(1) evidence of the transfer of information about distant
targets in ants and (2) analysis of ants’ communication
means. The evidence of information transmission from
scouts to foragers comes from experiments of two types:
first, from the statistical analysis of the number of times
the group found the target correctly, and second, from a
special series of control experiments with “uninformed”
(“naïve”) and “informed” foragers. The statistical analysis
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of the number of times of finding the target correctly was
carried out by comparing the hypothesis H0 (ants find the
leaf containing the food by chance) with the hypothesis H1
(they find the target thanks to the information obtained),
proceeding from the fact that the probability of finding
the correct way by chance when the number of forks is
i is (1/2)i. We analysed series of experiments separately
for 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 forks. The control experiments were
organised so as to compare searching results of the ants
that had and did not have a previous possibility to contact
the scout (the “informed” and “naïve” ants, respectively).
The “naïve” and “informed” ants were tested one by one.
Each ant was allowed to search for the food for 30 min.
In sum, the difference between frequencies of findings
of naive and informed ants, as well as the time spent for
searching the target by them, were completely different.
The obtained data confirm information transmission about
the distant goal in red wood ants and exclude any orientation mechanism except the use of information transmitted
by the scouts. Similar results were obtained later on F.
pratensis (Novgorodova 2006).
Analysis of ants’ communication involves comparing the
duration of “informative” contacts between scouts and foragers when solving different spatial tasks. As already noted, in
the binary tree, the number of turns towards a goal (Left, L
and Right, R) corresponds to the amount of the information
(in bits) to be transferred (in terms of Shannon 1948). It
is worth noting that this information theory approach provides a way for studying essential characteristics of animal
communication, such as the rate of information transmission
(bits per minute) and the potential flexibility of communication systems. Ants appeared to be able not only to memorise
and pass to each other up to 6 bits of information but also
to grasp regularities in the “text” to be transferred and use
these regularities to optimise their messages. The regular
sequence (such as LLLLLL) is “simpler” than a random one
(say, LLRLR), and the time the ants spent transmitting the
information about the sequence of turns (Table 1) appeared
to increase with complexity (in terms of Kolmogorov 1965).
Statistical analysis of these data were described in detail
in: Ryabko and Reznikova 1996, 2009; Reznikova 2007b,
2008, 2017. Note that in cases of “complex” sequences the
continuation of “informative contacts”, that is, contacts preceding foragers’ trip to the maze, can reach up to 200 s. This
exceeds many times the average duration of usual contacts
between ants, including food exchange (trophallaxis). Contacts of this latter type need to be minimized to make the
process of food exchange as fast as possible (Quque et al.
2020). A similar approach of discriminating between two
types of contacts (“informative contacts” and “trophallaxis”)
based on the same “binary tree” paradigm (Frasnelli et al.
2012) provided the first evidence of lateralization in antennal
contacts in red wood ants at the population level.
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Table 1  Duration of transmitting information on the way to the
trough by scouts to foragers (no. 1–8 regular turn pattern; no. 9–15
random turn pattern)
No.

Sequences

Mean duration SD
(s)

Numbers of
experiments

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

LL
RRR
LLLL
RRRRR
LLLLLL
RRRRRR
LRLRLR
RLRLRL
LLR
LRLL
RLLR
RRLRL
RLRRRL
RRLRRR
LRLLRL

72
75
84
78
90
88
130
135
69
100
120
150
180
220
200

18
15
9
10
8
5
4
8
12
10
6
8
6
7
5

8
5
6
8
9
9
11
9
4
11
9
16
22
15
18

It is worth noting that attempts to analyse elements of
the so-called “antennal code” (sensu: Wasmann 1899) as
the primary means of the “ant language” have been made
for a long time (review of the early works in Hölldobler
and Wilson 1990). The first attempt to use information
theory to evaluate sequences of antennal movements led
Lenoir (1982) to conclude that ants do not possess an
“antennal language.” However, he used records of ants’
movements during trophallaxis only, and apparently did
not use data that would include informative contacts. More
recent studies confirmed that trophallaxis plays an initiating rather than an informational role (Mc Cabe et al. 2006;
Mailleux et al. 2011). In our experiments described above,
the ideas of information theory were applied purposefully
for studying a process of information transfer during the
execution of a spatial task and evaluating ants’ communicative means quantitatively.
The transfer of information about distant targets seems
to be a privilege of leader-scouting ant species that possess
highly social and rather specific organisation. A negative
result to this effect has been obtained for mass recruiting
Myrmica rubra (Reznikova and Ryabko 1994; Reznikova
2008, 2017). However, that young Myrmica rubra ants
gain the experience of antennal communication from
adults (Atsarkina et al. 2017) raises the possibility that tactile contacts in mass recruiting species can include informative components. Attempts to check whether Lasius species can communicate the location of resources in a maze
through tactile communication showed null results (Popp
et al. 2018) due to the fact that mass recruiting species,

like Lasius and Myrmica, use pheromone trails as primary
means of communication.
The transfer of information about distant targets can be
considered in the context of differences in spatial cognition
between scouts and recruited foragers. Unlike in honeybees,
which do not transfer information only to the members of
their own team but rather to any worker that is interested
(see details in: Tautz 2008; Seeley 2009), each scouting
ant attracts to the feeder only members of its fixed team.
The recruited foragers can only memorise and not transfer the information. The composition of the working teams
remained constant in each colony from several days to even
several weeks, that is, during the whole period when a given
scout was actively working (Reznikova 2008). Notably, not
all of the scouts managed to memorise the way to the correct leaf of the maze. The number of scouts that succeeded
in memorising the way decreased with increasing complexity of the task. In the case of two forks all active scouts and
their groups (up to 15 per colony) were successful whereas
in the case of six forks, only one or two coped with the task
(Reznikova 2008, 2017). This means that spatial cognition
dramatically varies between individuals within red wood
ants’ colonies.
To study the mental states of scouting ants, we designed
a battery of behavioural tests examining scouts’ levels of
aggression (by recording the variety of interactions with
ground beetles), exploratory activities (recording ethograms
of ants interacting with artificial models of natural objects)
and spatial cognition (assessing the ability to memorize the
path in a binary tree maze), in comparison with members of
other task groups such as aphid milkers, guards and foragers (Atsarkina et al. 2014; Reznikova 2018). Both scouts
and foragers were overall more exploratory than other outnest workers, and scouts more than foragers. In unfamiliar
situations, scouts more readily switched between different
activities. Scouts and foragers displayed nearly equal levels
of aggressiveness, more than aphid milkers and closer to
guards, but never attacked beetles directly. The most distinctive feature of scouts was their high exploratory activity
of novel items. Scouts also seem to form spatial memory
faster and keep information longer and more precisely than
foragers. Of particular interest here is the effect of isolating
the scouts from their colonies. Again, in contrast to mass
recruiting species in which colonies can easily withstand
the removal of highly active individuals (Pinter-Wollman
et al. 2012), laboratory colonies of red wood ants fell into
collapse in response to the removal of scouting individuals.
This removal of the intellectual elite from the ant society
resembles the famous philosopher’s steamboat, which transported intellectuals expelled from Soviet Russia in 1922.
In sum, unique life-history traits of red wood ants favour
particular cognitive specialisations within their colonies.
Only scouts (but not foragers) are able to memorize and
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transfer exact information about a sequence of turns toward
a goal, grasp regularities in these sequences and even perform simple arithmetic operations (Reznikova and Ryabko
2011). This cognitive specialisation is possibly based on the
ability of some specific individuals to learn faster within
specific domains, and it likely increases effectiveness at
solving problems while searching for food. Ants’ abilities
to encode sequences of turns along a binary tree maze can
be considered a specific cognitive adaptation closely connected with their searching patterns within the tree crown.
These peculiar traits of spatial cognition in red wood ants
can give a possible explanation of why F. rufa failed to learn
a sequence of visual features encountered at different stages
along a route (Riabinina et al. 2011), as reported earlier for
honeybees (Zhang et al. 1999). Yet there is an open question
whether specialized members of a colony, such as scouts
and foraging team members possess brains of different size
and capacity, and correspondingly have various capabilities
of learning.

suggesting cognitive specialisation. The ability of scouting
individuals to encode sequences of turns along the “binary
tree” maze and share this information with foragers can be
considered a specific cognitive adaptation closely connected
with their searching patterns within the tree crown. Still, it is
unknown how red wood ants translate the code in their communication into a trip to their destinations. There is much
work to be done to understand what cognitive mechanisms
underpin route planning and communication about locations in ants. Studying cognitive navigation in the context
of information transfer can provide new insights into spatial
cognition in social animals.
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Conclusion
Ants are good candidates for studying cognitive aspects of
navigation, because they are central-place foragers, always
returning to a nest, which demands the ability to encode
relationships between features in an environment or an
individual’s path through the landscape. The distribution of
these cognitive responsibilities within a colony depends on
ants’ foraging style. I argue that relative cognitive equality
within a colony is typical for all solitary foraging species,
whereas cooperatively foraging ants can display essential
inter-individual differences in cognitive abilities. Solitary
foraging and leader-scouting are the most challenging tasks
in the context of ants’ spatial cognition requiring exploration, learning, and memory. Solitary foraging was found in
species of almost all subfamilies of ants, whereas distant
homing based on leader-scouting has been discovered as yet
only in the Formica rufa group of species (red wood ants).
Surprisingly, these two systems, although enormously different in their levels of sociality, have many common traits of
individual cognitive navigation, such as the primary use of
visual navigation, excellent visual landmark memories, and
the subordinate role of odour orientation. However, in contrast to Cataglyphis, the model genus for studying cognitive
navigation, in which chronological age and physiological
development strongly determine their short life outside the
nest, red wood ants live long, and workers lack pronounced
age polyethism. Numerous experiments on spatial cognition
in red wood ants have failed to take into account their taskgroup membership. However, in the leader-scouting species,
spatial cognition and abilities to transfer information about
a location dramatically differ among scouts and foragers,
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